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OTHERS PRESENT: 
 

Robert J. Halstead, Executive Director, Agency for Nuclear Projects, Office of the 
Governor 

Dan Schinhofen, Chairman, Board of County Commissioners, Nye County 
Robert E. Frank, Private Citizen, Henderson, Nevada 
Julie Hereford, Private Citizen, Las Vegas, Nevada 
Wesley K. Duncan, First Assistant Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General 
Bonnie McDaniel, Private Citizen, Las Vegas, Nevada 
Wendy Stolyarov, Legislative Director, Libertarian Party of Nevada 
Stacey Shinn, Policy Director, Progressive Leadership Alliance of Nevada 
Tom Polikalas, Private Citizen, Reno, Nevada 
Anne Macquarie, Executive Committee Member, Toiyabe Chapter, Sierra Club 
Kyle J. Davis, representing Nevada Conservation League 
Brian McAnallen, Government Affairs Manager, Office of Administrative Services, 

City of Las Vegas 
Paul J. Moradkhan, Vice President, Government Affairs, Las Vegas Metro Chamber 

of Commerce 
Susan Juetten, representing Great Basin Resource Watch 
Alice Tulloch, Private Citizen, Reno, Nevada 
  

Vice Chair Bustamante Adams:  
[Roll was called.  Committee rules and protocol were explained.]  I will open the hearing for 
Assembly Joint Resolution 10. 
 
Assembly Joint Resolution 10:  Expresses opposition to the development of a repository 

for spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste at Yucca Mountain in the 
State of Nevada. (BDR R-1012) 

 
Assemblyman Chris Brooks, Assembly District No. 10 
Because of time restraints, I am going to make some brief remarks and introduce 
Mr. Halstead.  We are going to skip the important presentation in order to show respect 
to the members of the public in Carson City and Las Vegas who came to testify on this 
important issue. 
 
Today, I am here to discuss Assembly Joint Resolution 10, which expresses opposition to the 
development of a repository for spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste at 
Yucca Mountain in Nevada.  For years, state and federal elected officials, conservationists, 
and Native American tribes have all opposed any nuclear waste site in Yucca Mountain 
because storing nuclear waste 100 miles from Las Vegas in an unstable and unsuitable 
environment is incredibly dangerous, not to mention it will threaten the lifeblood of our 
economy—tourism.  

https://www.leg.state.nv.us/App/NELIS/REL/79th2017/Bill/5230/Overview/
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As a fourth-generation Nevadan, it is disturbing that the President of the United States would 
ignore years of bipartisan work to end any kind of licensing at Yucca Mountain.  
My resolution is now more important than ever.  Congress needs to understand the severity 
of the situation.  Reviving the licensing process to store nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain is 
not only dangerous for Nevada's health and safety, but it would also be catastrophic for 
Nevada's tourism economy. 
 
If you notice the pin I am wearing, I got it about 25 years ago when I was a young man 
participating with Citizens Alert.  We have been fighting this fight for that long.  It amazes 
me that I am still here, and we are still here trying to keep the federal government from doing 
this to us.  I would like to introduce Mr. Halstead, Executive Director of the Agency for 
Nuclear Projects, Office of the Governor. 
 
Robert J. Halstead, Executive Director, Agency for Nuclear Projects, Office of the 

Governor: 
The Agency for Nuclear Projects of the Office of the Governor provides staff and support for 
the seven-member Commission on Nuclear Projects.  The Commission is chaired by former 
U.S. Senator Richard Bryan.  Governor Sandoval supports Assembly Joint Resolution 10.  
Chairman Bryan supports A.J.R. 10.  I will read one brief statement, and then I will be happy 
to either answer questions or defer them until later. 
 
In February, when the Commission's report was distributed to the members of the Legislature 
and the Governor, Chairman Bryan wrote a letter to the members of the Legislature, and he 
underscored in that letter the number one finding in the Commission's 2017 biennial report:  
The next two years will be critical for the State of Nevada.  Due to Senator Reid's retirement, 
coupled with changes in Congress and the Executive Branch, we need to continue to 
communicate Nevada's steadfast opposition to Yucca Mountain, and ensure sufficient funds 
to effectively represent Nevada in the restarted Nuclear Regulatory Commission licensing 
proceeding.  We believe A.J.R. 10 is an important part of communicating Nevada's 
opposition to Yucca Mountain.  [(Exhibit C) was submitted but not discussed.] 

 
Vice Chair Bustamante Adams:  
Assemblyman Brooks, how would you like to proceed, since we are changing the format 
a little bit? 
 
Assemblyman Brooks:  
I want to note that there are letters of support as exhibits from some members of our 
delegation and many members of the public.  I would like to skip to testimony in opposition 
and support so, before we do anything else, we can make sure we recognize the public who 
have shown up this evening to support or oppose this resolution.  

http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569C.pdf
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Vice Chair Bustamante Adams:  
I will open the hearing for those wishing to testify in opposition to A.J.R. 10.  While 
testifying, please be very specific as to what you would like to see changed.  That would help 
the Subcommittee. 
 
Dan Schinhofen, Chairman, Board of County Commissioners, Nye County: 
As an elected official, we often have to make difficult decisions that can have far-ranging 
effects on our constituents.  To that end, we also do our best to get all the facts before we 
make the decisions we are tasked with. 
 
On the issue of the spent fuel repository at Yucca Mountain, the Nye County Board of 
Commissioners has always stood for the rule of law and science.  Until we have had a chance 
to hear the science that has been collected over the past 30 years at a cost of $15 billion, 
we will not go on record as being for or against this project.  A few years ago, as referenced 
in A.J.R. 10, Nye County joined Aiken County [In Re: Aiken County] and others in a lawsuit 
over the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) stopping the licensing process since it 
was still the law and the NRC still had funds available.  After the District of Columbia 
Circuit Court told the NRC to move forward with the licensing as long as they had funds, 
they issued the safety evaluation reports prepared by the NRC staff.  Nye County and 
eight other Nevada counties have signed resolutions calling on the safety evaluation reports 
to be released.  Nine out of 17 Nevada counties would like to hear science. 
 
From those safety evaluation reports, we learned that according to NRC staff, the repository 
can be constructed and operated in a safe manner.  The two items that were called out were 
land transfers and water.  The land transfers are from one federal agency to another, which 
can easily be done.  The water issue will no doubt be something the State Engineer will have 
to weigh in on, but considering Nye County is already the host to two radioactive dumps, 
I do not see how the State Engineer could deny Yucca Mountain if it is safe, as it will provide 
many benefits as a multigenerational, multibillion dollar public works project. 
 
Also in your timeline, you mentioned the 2002 objection of the state and that Congress, 
as provided by law, overrode that objection and has already determined that Yucca Mountain 
is recognized as the nation's repository. 
 
In case some of you do not know, while some in the state have continued to tell everyone that 
Yucca Mountain is not safe, the Governor's Office sat down with the U.S. Department of 
Energy a few years ago in a working group and decided that Area 5—also in Nye County and 
closer to Las Vegas—could inter uranium 233 (U-233) and uranium 235 (U-235) in shallow 
trenches.  This material, although classified as low-level waste, is as hot as any spent fuel 
that would be stored in Yucca Mountain under 1,000 feet of rock, in canisters, 700 feet above 
the water table.  These meetings were held excluding Nye County, the host of this site, and to 
this day, we are not aware of the deal that was made.  
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While Nye County does not object to interim storage, we know from experience that 
a consent-based approach will not work.  One example is the U-233 and U-235 that was 
interred without our consent and the Basin and Range National Monument that was created 
by taking nearly 700,000 acres from Lincoln and Nye County over both board's unanimous 
votes not to have the land withdrawn.  The rail line that would have carried spent fuel 
through Las Vegas was killed by the Basin and Range National Monument, so we do not 
know what route will be used.  To continue to tell citizens of Las Vegas that they will be in 
danger from these rail shipments is disingenuous at best. 
 
While this may be good political science, it would be a shame if this were the only reason to 
reject a project of this size that could have great benefits to all the rural counties and relieve 
the tax burden on Clark County.  As this will be a national security site and is a national 
security issue, I am unaware of any other such sites that require state, local, and travel 
approval before moving forward. 
 
Please do not pass this resolution in its current form, but rather join with us in demanding 
that the science be heard and the state's 218 contentions are given a chance to be proven.  
Nye County has seven contentions that we believe will make this a better project, 
but until the licensing hearings are restarted, neither of us will have a chance to have the 
science vetted by the independent boards designated to do this work—the NRC and 
the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel of the NRC. 
 
In closing, I urge you not to prefer political science over nuclear science.  The people of 
Nevada and the nation deserve to hear the science and not be driven by fear.  More scientific 
study has gone into the repository at Yucca Mountain than has gone into global warming.  
Do we not want all the facts presented before we say yes or no to this project?  Are we truly 
serving our constituents by just saying no before the science can be heard.  I have also left for 
the record a Yucca Mountain factsheet (Exhibit D), letters Nye County has sent in the 
past few years (Exhibit E) and (Exhibit F), a benefits sheet (Exhibit G), and a letter from 
Congressman Shimkus to Rick Perry, Secretary of Energy (Exhibit H), that was sent this 
morning, asking Mr. Perry to release the $20 million in funds that are already sitting there to 
the local governments and the state, so we can contend in the licensing hearings.  
Nye County does not have the funds that the state has, and as a host county, we think we 
should have some voice in this. 
 
Vice Chair Bustamante Adams:  
I forgot to mention to those testifying that we do have a three-minute limit on 
testimony.  I apologize for not addressing that sooner, but that is the Subcommittee's rule in 
order to hear from all the testifiers.  Is there anyone else wishing to testify in opposition?  

http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569D.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569E.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569F.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569G.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569H.pdf
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Robert E. Frank, Private Citizen, Henderson, Nevada: 
I am here in opposition to A.J.R. 10.  I submitted an item on NELIS that gives an overview 
of the issue and some background information on me (Exhibit I).  In response to your 
request, I will not repeat that and get to the meat of my recommendations to save time. 
 
I would like to acknowledge the sincere efforts by many people over many decades to try to 
make sense out of what to do with nuclear waste.  As a retired senior Air Force officer and 
also a retired chief scientist from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, I have been 
exposed to this issue for many years.  I came to Nevada to retire. 
 
I would like to suggest to you that pouring waste in Yucca Mountain for 1,000 years, or 
100,000 years, or 1,000,000 years is a complete waste of time to talk about.  No one wants to 
do that.  It does not make sense.  What needs to be done is to recycle the materials that can be 
recycled—which we know how to do and the French have been doing for decades—and to 
reuse the materials we can reuse, only putting into the underground repository the items that 
simply cannot be reprocessed or recycled.  That is a very small amount of material.  I suggest 
to you that if the two sides of this issue in Nevada would work together, we could solve the 
fundamental problem by recycling the vast majority of materials and recognize the nuclear 
technology we have today that creates a lot of recyclable materials is going to fade away in 
the next 20 years.  We are talking about a problem that goes away after the new technology 
of forced generation reactors come in.  I would like to remind everyone that this is 
a relatively temporary problem in terms of recycling materials, and it certainly should never 
be considered, in my judgment, an issue about long-term storage because it does not 
make sense. 
 
We need to move on and talk about what needs to be done and change the subject to how we 
can use the national repository to the advantage of the nation.  Remember, over 100 sites in 
this country store very dangerous material that could cause every one of us to be at risk if 
terrorists were to go after those stockpiles that are not adequately protected.  It is to 
everyone's advantage to get those materials out of open storage.  After Japan, why would 
anyone not understand how dangerous it is? 
 
The bottom line is we could use C-17 Globemaster III aircrafts to move the material directly 
from point to point, and the materials can be recycled.  The problem would go away if we 
could just find a way to work together because that is what is required. 
 
Julie Hereford, Private Citizen, Las Vegas, Nevada: 
I am a retired international business engineering company owner.  I came here to register my 
opposition to A.J.R. 10 for the same reasons as stated by the Chairman of the Nye County 
Board of Commission, Mr. Schinhofen, as well as Mr. Frank.  

http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569I.pdf
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Now that there is a renewed interest to revive the project, I think this is an opportunity for 
each Subcommittee member to have an open mind in evaluating the potential win-win 
solution for solving a national energy predicament, in addition to a potential economic 
opportunity for Nevada.  I think we owe Nevadans, as well as Americans across the country, 
a new dialogue in seeking a mutually beneficial solution instead of digging in the heels in an 
outdated political stance.  With that said, I am in favor of using the Yucca Mountain site, 
not just as a storage site, but a potential national reprocessing center, as a long-term solution 
for the good of Nevada and America. 
 
Vice Chair Bustamante Adams:  
Is there anyone else wishing to testify in opposition to the bill?  [There was no one.]  Is there 
anyone wishing to testify in support of A.J.R. 10? 
 
Wesley K. Duncan, First Assistant Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General: 
I am testifying on behalf of Attorney General Adam Paul Laxalt and the Office of the 
Attorney General, and we are in support of A.J.R. 10.  The White House's new proposed 
budget request of $120 million to restart the Yucca Mountain licensing proceeding before the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) does nothing to transform this example of 
federal overreach into a good, safe, or financially prudent product. 
 
Yucca Mountain itself is an unstable site with a host of insurmountable problems, 
which I know Mr. Halstead will talk about in more detail, which makes it dangerously 
unsuitable for storing thousands of metric tons of the nation's accumulating high-level 
nuclear waste and spent nuclear fuel.  Because of unacceptable risks posed by the proposed 
repository and being that Las Vegas is the number one entertainment destination on the 
globe, our office believes that the state's active opposition to Yucca Mountain is important 
for keeping all Nevadans safe. 
 
The Office of the Attorney General is committed to using all legal means to continue to 
vigorously oppose this project.  Up to this point, 218 of the state's contentions to the project 
in the suspended licensing proceeding have been admitted in the hearing, and we expect 
more contentions to be accepted should the licensing process move forward.  We are proud 
of the legal work done on behalf of the state.  Consistent with this position, our office, 
in conjunction with the Agency for Nuclear Projects, is seeking, through two separate budget 
accounts in the amount of $3.6 million, to continue our vital work advancing Nevada's 
interests before the NRC and in court. 
 
Assembly Joint Resolution 10 memorializes the Legislature's historic opposition to the 
Yucca Mountain project, and it is important for our state to continue to work in a bipartisan 
fashion to oppose Yucca Mountain.  The Office of the Attorney General supports the 
resolution without reservation.  
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Bonnie McDaniel, Private Citizen, Las Vegas, Nevada: 
I am a 57-year resident of Las Vegas.  I am in opposition to the reopening of the 
Yucca Mountain repository unless far more safety features are implemented before hiring 
people, and the new hires are informed of the hazards of working around radioactive 
materials.  I urge you to vote yes on this bill unless and until adequate safety measures are 
implemented, employees are advised of the health hazards, and the government is truthful, 
unlike the information given to the workers at the Nevada Test Site.  I would also oppose 
long-term storage of the waste.  Twenty years is long enough, and it can be reprocessed.  
The people who live near the nuclear power plants in the East are now being treated horribly 
because the power plant operators are not willing to do what is right with their waste.  There 
is no reason for long-term storage and unsafe procedures.  If not now, it will only take us 
about 20 years for us to do it right. 
 
I understand where everyone is coming from with wanting it reopened.  They all think 
Nevada will be paid tons of money from storing all the spent fuel rods.  There is no evidence 
that will happen or that anyone will pay Nevada for their garbage.  They also talk about all 
the new jobs it will bring to Nevada.  Why would anyone want to potentially contaminate the 
entire United States should an accident or attack happen with whatever form of transportation 
is used to bring all the waste to Yucca Mountain?  Fallout from tests at the Nevada Test Site 
in the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s, and even in the 1980s, spread enough radiation across the 
United States, Canada, and even into the Atlantic Ocean that many people came down with 
cancers and illnesses and died, and not just in Nevada and Utah, but in South Dakota, Iowa, 
and across the plains.  We cannot let that happen again without more safety measures and 
truth from our government. 
 
From 1981 to 1991, my mother and I would go to Washington, D.C., many times per year 
educating the Senators and Congressmen on the effects of low-level radiation to the human 
body.  It is not a pretty sight.  I had people's melting skin fall into my hands, and I held it.  
I have a picture of my father with tumors on the outside of his skin that fell off.  I also lost 
my brother and many friends.  Senator Reid was instrumental in getting a law passed to cover 
the "downwinders," those in Utah and Arizona, the uranium miners in New Mexico, and the 
test site workers for their illnesses.  It was not a lot of money, but it took ten years for the 
government to finally admit that radiation kills.  They all knew this back in the 1940s during 
World War II but would not admit that the same radiation was at our test site and harming 
our citizens. 
 
Today, unless there is something designed and built by an extraterrestrial, there is nothing on 
earth made by humans that would contain the spent rods and radioactive materials for 
10,000 years as they like to say they would need.  
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There is Novaya Zemlaya in the North Sea that is contaminating the Scandinavian 
countries.  There is also Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant in Japan and Chernobyl in 
the Ukraine, where many died.  There are places that do not want this.  We have no need to 
open Yucca Mountain unless the waste can be reprocessed more safely, and we must, must, 
must have the government tell the people the truth.  They cannot lie to us anymore.  We have 
too much evidence that they have lied. 
 
Wendy Stolyarov, Legislative Director, Libertarian Party of Nevada: 
The Libertarian Party of Nevada believes that, as Nevadans, we have the right not to be 
forced by the federal government to store hazardous radioactive material in our state.  
Therefore, we support A.J.R. 10 and thank its sponsors for protecting Nevadans from 
unwanted federal overreach.  However, given that nuclear waste reprocessing is currently 
illegal in the United States, Yucca Mountain or equivalent storage of hazardous nuclear 
material in another location, is the unfortunate but inevitable outcome.  The rest of the world 
practices reprocessing and is, consequently, able to avoid sites like Yucca Mountain.  
We should follow their examples. 
 
Our ideal solution would be the legalization of nuclear waste reprocessing for peaceful 
purposes.  Another acceptable solution would be for Nevada to accept the waste and 
reprocess the fuel for the benefit of Nevadans, exercising its Tenth Amendment right to do 
so, as the state has done successfully with marijuana. 
 
Short of this solution, however, the Libertarian Party of Nevada believes the state should 
protect its citizens and serve their interests.  Nevadans do not want the country's untouchable 
hazardous waste buried here.  Therefore, we support A.J.R. 10. 
 
Stacey Shinn, Policy Director, Progressive Leadership Alliance of Nevada: 
I would like to thank the sponsors, especially Assemblyman Brooks, for emphasizing our 
state's unwavering opposition to the proposed high-level radioactive waste dump at 
Yucca Mountain. 
 
The Progressive Leadership Alliance of Nevada (PLAN) is proud of the role we have played 
in opposing the Yucca Mountain dumpsite since our founding in 1994.  Indeed, the very 
seeds of PLAN were sown in the 1993 Legislative Session when some legislators sought to 
negotiate terms of surrender with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).  The nuclear power 
industry had just completed a $5 million advertising blitz to show Nevadans that nuclear 
waste was safe and that Nevada should work with the DOE on a benefits package.  Some 
recall how the predecessors of the DOE told Nevadans in the 1950s and 1960s that 
radioactive fallout from above-ground bomb testing posed no public health risk, obviously an 
assertion later to be proven false by premature deaths, leukemia, and birth defects in 
downwind communities of Utah and Nevada.  Nevada was not fooled again.  
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As grassroots leaders from the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer; women's; 
environmental; and other coalitions worked together to defeat that bill and gave rise to our 
coalition, which today is known as PLAN.  Since then, mainly my boss has worked to 
support Nevada's Agency for Nuclear Projects, Nevada's flagship of legal and technical 
experts who have successfully waged this fight for decades.  We have also been talking with 
organizations and states that use nuclear power, like California and Michigan, to tell their 
representatives to stop forcing the dump on those who had no hand in creating this mess, 
and to store their waste on their own sites. 
 
In closing, our tourist economy is incompatible with around-the-clock shipments of the most 
deadly substance known to humanity.  We can either choose to become the nation's nuclear 
glowworm and let other states dump their waste on us, or we can fight back.  The Progressive 
Leadership Alliance of Nevada is proud to be among the fighters, and we commend you for 
your leadership. 
 
Tom Polikalas, Private Citizen, Reno, Nevada: 
I am here to support A.J.R. 10, and I thank, with great appreciation, Assemblyman Brooks 
and the other legislators who have sponsored A.J.R. 10, and all Nevada's leaders, 
the Governor, the Office of the Attorney General, and private and public sector leaders who 
are continuing the fight against the misguided attempt to put the nuclear industry's high-level 
waste in Nevada. 
 
By way of background, I undertook graduate studies in economics at the University of 
Nevada, Reno, and also at Brigham Young University.  I have worked professionally in the 
energy industry for more than 20 years, 15 of those years being with consumer-owned 
electric cooperatives. 
 
The nuclear waste scheme is bad for Nevada and bad for the nation.  Taking a look at this 
from a national perspective, it is not the problem of the country; it is the problem of 
a private industry.  It is the attempt of a lucrative private industry, the out-of-state nuclear 
industry, to shift costs and risks onto Nevadans and onto the United States federal taxpayer.  
The Yucca Mountain scheme is bad for Nevada's economy in general, which has been 
corroborated by a couple of previous speakers, but also several studies that were undertaken 
by the Agency for Nuclear Projects in the past. 
 
However, when you take a look at it simply using logic, when you hear proponents say the 
nuclear waste dump represents an economic opportunity, please ask them and yourselves 
why other states are not lobbying to have the opportunity of hosting a nuclear waste 
repository if it is such an economic golden goose.  Logic dictates that all other states 
recognize that a centralized nuclear waste dump with many thousands of high-level nuclear 
waste shipments coming to it is counter to their own economic interests.  Likewise, it is not 
in Nevada's economic interest. 
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Nevada has a large and growing clean energy economy in both renewable energy and energy 
efficiency with growing manufacturing sectors in both areas.  Subsidizing the private nuclear 
industry runs counter to Nevada's own economic interests. 
 
How this is supposed to be funded is consumers of nuclear energy are assessed a fee on the 
electricity produced by the nuclear reactors that is supposedly sufficient to pay for the cost of 
disposal of high-level nuclear waste.  However, many studies show that this fee is 
insufficient to cover even the optimistic assumptions of the cost of building and operating 
a repository.  Federal taxpayers are then left with the difference—the tab of spending billions 
of dollars should a repository move forward.  Federal taxpayers making up this difference 
is one of the many multibillion dollar subsidies to the out-of-state nuclear industry that is 
competitive against our own in-state clean energy industries. 
 
From that standpoint, for the economic benefit of Nevada, please support A.J.R. 10.  Also, 
in terms of risk, and with due respect to Mr. Frank, there is nothing more dangerous than 
putting the waste on our nation's highways.  When you take a look at what the nuclear waste 
transportation routes would be (Exhibit J), most of the waste comes from east of the 
Mississippi River through Colorado and Utah into Nevada.  It would put folks all along 
the nuclear waste transportation routes at risk.  That is completely illogical from a risk 
management perspective.  I appreciate your time, and I hope you will support A.J.R. 10.  
[Also submitted but not discussed are (Exhibit K), (Exhibit L), and (Exhibit M).] 
 
Anne Macquarie, Executive Committee Member, Toiyabe Chapter, Sierra Club: 
Because it is highly radioactive and will remain so for many thousands of years, 
spent nuclear fuel is inherently dangerous to human health and to future generations.  
Yucca Mountain is being offered by the nuclear establishment as the sole solution for the 
disposal of spent fuel, and President Trump has included funding, as we have heard, to restart 
the licensing process in his budget. 
 
Yucca Mountain is not a scientifically sound solution for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel.  
The decision to use Yucca Mountain as a waste repository was based on politics, not on 
science.  We and several others have made these points over and over again throughout the 
years.  I would like to go through the points quickly, because they have not all been made 
yet today. 
 
The geology of Yucca Mountain is not expected to provide an adequate barrier in the 
long term.  Serious questions have been raised about the integrity of the canisters.  
Yucca Mountain is in the desert, but there is evidence that water has welled into the region in 
the geologic paths.  This issue is important because water is expected to be the main pathway 
by which radioactive materials from the repository spent fuel would reach the human 
environment.  Yucca Mountain was based on politics, not on science.  Moving waste to 
Yucca Mountain would not eliminate risks associated with nuclear power plants; it would 
only create another waste dump.  In the event of a transportation accident, moving waste to  
  

http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569J.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569K.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569L.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569M.pdf
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Yucca Mountain could create more than one nuclear site.  Furthermore, shipping waste 
to Yucca Mountain would not decrease the terrorist threat associated with spent fuel.  
It would increase the risk by putting nuclear waste on the country's rails and roads. 
 
The Sierra Club supports A.J.R. 10 strongly, and we thank Assemblyman Brooks and the 
cosponsors for bringing it forward. 
 
Kyle J. Davis, representing Nevada Conservation League: 
Many of my arguments have been stated already.  This is a bad idea for Nevada, and we 
completely support the resolution. 
 
Brian McAnallen, Government Affairs Manager, Office of Administrative Services, 

City of Las Vegas: 
We have had long-held opposition to Yucca Mountain as a repository.  I would first like to 
thank the Governor, the Attorney General, Mr. Halstead, and the Commission on Nuclear 
Projects for all their support over the many years and what they will have in front of them 
going forward with all the recent activity in Congress, which I think is indicating that we are 
in for a major fight.  We appreciate the Assembly Committee on Ways and Means funding 
the Agency for Nuclear Projects.  We argue that this resolution and all the activity in 
Congress this past week indicate we probably should double down on those funding 
opportunities because we do have a major battle in front of us. 
 
While most other resolutions are ignored by Congress, I think this is one that is extremely 
important for the Nevada Assembly and Senate to send as strong a message as possible back 
to Washington, D.C.  To that end, I would hope that other members of the Legislature would 
join Assemblyman Brooks in sponsoring this measure.  If we can communicate as much 
united support for this as possible and deliver that message to other delegations in Congress, 
that would be helpful.  I think our delegation clearly understands where we are.  They have 
fought valiantly in the past, and I know will go to all ends to support us in our endeavors.  
I would ask this Subcommittee to certainly pass this measure and include others in 
sponsorship as we go forward. 
 
On behalf of Mayor Goodman, I will just restate that she has indicated she will do everything 
she can to fight Yucca Mountain.  Former Mayor Oscar Goodman also committed to lay 
down on the tracks and roadways if necessary to stop the trucks going there.  The concern 
about transportation routes is significant for the mayor, and we have taken a resolution to the 
U.S. Conference of Mayors numerous times to get support from other cities in opposition to 
nuclear waste traveling through their communities. 
 
Paul J. Moradkhan, Vice President, Government Affairs, Las Vegas Metro Chamber of 

Commerce: 
The Las Vegas Metro Chamber of Commerce is in support of A.J.R. 10.  I would like to 
thank Assemblyman Brooks for bringing this bill forward.  The Metro Chamber continues to 
oppose the transportation and storage of any nuclear waste in Nevada because of the potential 
negative effects it could have on the safety and health of our residents in southern Nevada.  
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As you know, the Metro Chamber has been opposed to Yucca Mountain for the last several 
decades.  The chair of the Metro Chamber believes the Yucca Mountain nuclear waste 
repository site could pose a natural security threat and hurt the tourism-based economy of 
southern Nevada and the state.  The Metro Chamber is opposed to temporary storage and 
transportation of these items to Yucca Mountain, which includes any reprocessed fuel. 
 
The Metro Chamber supports the efforts of the Governor, the Congressional delegation, 
the Attorney General, this body, and our local government partners.  We would like to 
thank the City of Las Vegas and Mayor Goodman for her efforts in trying to ensure we do 
not have this repository brought to our state. 
 
Susan Juetten, representing Great Basin Resource Watch: 
Great Basin Resource Watch is a Reno-based public interest nonprofit organization.  We are 
in support of A.J.R. 10.  As you know, Nevada was singled out in 1987 for the waste dump 
after the original repository siting process was abandoned.  Yucca Mountain failed to qualify 
based on the original regulations that had been developed for a high-level repository.  
The solution to data that pointed away from Yucca Mountain due to geophysical and 
chemical shortcomings was to rewrite the regulations; hence, relaxing the standards.  
Even with the softer regulations, Yucca Mountain was still not considered technically sound 
for the long-term entombment needed for toxic radioactive water that will persist for 
thousands of years. 
 
The focus on a single repository not located where a preponderant amount of nuclear waste 
was and still is created meant and means an enormous waste transportation scheme would 
and will need to be put into place.  The same plan would be revived if Yucca Mountain is 
once again the focal point for the disposal of this waste. 
 
The Blue Ribbon Commission on America's Nuclear Future was formed by the Secretary of 
Energy at the request of the past President to conduct a comprehensive review of policies for 
managing the nuclear fuel cycle.  The Commission recommended a new strategy, which was 
a new consent-based approach to siting future nuclear waste management facilities.  We see 
this is as a critical aspect of the nuclear waste disposal problem.  Yucca Mountain has been 
proven unsuitable, and Nevada should not give consent to reopening the Yucca Mountain 
project. 
 
Alice Tulloch, Private Citizen, Reno, Nevada: 
This is a case where we have the potential for the "Tragedy of the Commons" as described by 
Garrett Hardin many decades ago.  We have this real estate in Nevada where we may be 
privatizing the benefits and profits of using this land where we are externalizing the risks and 
putting that on the shoulders of the public domain.  For that reason, I do support A.J.R. 10. 
 
Vice Chair Bustamante Adams:  
Is there anyone else wishing to testify in support of the resolution?  [There was 
no one.]  Is there anyone wishing to testify in the neutral position?  [There was no one.]  
Are there any final remarks by the sponsor? 
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Assemblyman Brooks:  
Thank you for listening to the testimony and taking up this important issue.  I do urge you to 
look at the information Mr. Halstead put together (Exhibit C).  It is quite informative and has 
quite a bit of information that will help inform your decision moving forward.  I would like 
to thank all the members of the public in Las Vegas and Carson City who spoke in opposition 
and support.  I appreciate the input and participation. 
 
Vice Chair Bustamante Adams:  
Thank you, Mr. Halstead, for the information, and I am sorry we were not able to go through 
each slide.  I do appreciate your work.  [Also submitted but not discussed were (Exhibit N), 
(Exhibit O), and (Exhibit P). 
 
Is there anyone here for public comment?  [There was no one.]  Having no further business, 
this meeting is adjourned [at 5:41 p.m.]. 
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EXHIBITS 
 

Exhibit A is the Agenda. 
 
Exhibit B is the Attendance Roster. 
 
Exhibit C is a copy of PowerPoint presentation titled "Yucca Mountain Update," dated 
March 20, 2017, submitted by Robert J. Halstead, Executive Director, Agency for Nuclear 
Projects, Office of the Governor. 
 
Exhibit D is a document titled "Yucca Mountain Fact Sheet – September 2013," submitted by 
Dan Schinhofen, Chairman, Board of County Commissioners, Nye County. 
 
Exhibit E is a letter dated October 8, 2013, to Honorable Senator Kelvin Atkinson from 
Andrew "Butch" Borasky, Chairman, Board of County Commissioners, Nye County, 
submitted by Dan Schinhofen, Chairman, Board of County Commissioners, Nye County. 
 
Exhibit F is a letter dated October 8, 2013, to Supervisor Karen Abowd from 
Daniel Schinhofen, Vice Chair, Board of County Commissioners, Nye County, submitted by 
Dan Schinhofen, Chairman, Board of County Commissioners, Nye County. 
 
Exhibit G is a document titled "Benefits," sponsored by Nye, Esmeralda, Mineral, Lander, 
Churchill, White Pine, and Lincoln Counties, submitted by Dan Schinhofen, Chairman, 
Board of County Commissioners, Nye County. 
 
Exhibit H is a letter dated March 20, 2017, to The Honorable Rick Perry, Secretary of 
Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, from Greg Walden, Chairman, Committee on Energy 
and Commerce, and John Shimkus, Chairman, Subcommittee on Environment, submitted by 
Dan Schinhofen, Chairman, Board of County Commissioners, Nye County. 
 
Exhibit I is a document titled "Overview of 'Nevadans CAN Common Sense Plan' for 
Yucca Mountain,” submitted by Robert E. Frank, Private Citizen, Henderson, Nevada. 
 
Exhibit J is a map titled "Nuclear Waste Transportation Routes," dated January 1995, 
submitted by Tom Polikalas, Private Citizen, Reno, Nevada. 
 
Exhibit K is document titled "Nuclear Power Subsidies," dated July 2009, submitted by 
Tom Polikalas, Private Citizen, Reno, Nevada. 
 
Exhibit L is an article titled "Budget watchdogs see folly in US loan guarantees for nuclear 
power," dated February, 2010, from the Christian Science Monitor, submitted by 
Tom Polikalas, Private Citizen, Reno, Nevada. 
 
Exhibit M is a document titled "Should troubled nuclear reactors be subsidized?" from the 
Bangor Daily News, submitted by Tom Polikalas, Private Citizen, Reno, Nevada. 

http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569A.pdf
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http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569D.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569E.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569F.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569G.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569H.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569I.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569J.pdf
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http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569L.pdf
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Exhibit N is a letter to Mr. Donald J. Trump, President-Elect of the United States of America, 
dated January 11, 2017, from Congresswoman Dina Titus, submitted by 
Assemblyman Chris Brooks, Assembly District No. 10. 
 
Exhibit O is a letter to the Nevada Legislative Committee on Commerce and Labor 
Subcommittee on Energy dated March 20, 2017, in support of Assembly Joint Resolution 10, 
submitted by John Hadder, Executive Director, Great Basin Resource Watch. 
 
Exhibit P is a letter addressed "To Whom It May Concern," dated March 20, 2017, in support 
of Assembly Joint Resolution 10, from Congressman Ruben J. Kihuen, submitted by 
Assemblyman Chris Brooks, Assembly District No. 10. 

http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569N.pdf
http://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Exhibits/Assembly/CL/ACL569O.pdf
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